Serving Sportsmen Since 1952

CAMEROON
Savanna & Forest

Hunting safaris in Cameroon are conducted in
both the Savannah region which is generally in
the North of the country and the Forest in the
Southern regions. The areas are safe and easily
accessible. Cameroon is an incredible country for
big game hunting and we arrange safaris in the
best hunting areas of the country. Safari Outfitters
has represented this superb hunting outfitter
longer then any of our other African outfitters with
the exception of one. So you will see that we know
them very well and are 100% confident in their
areas, success, PH’s and camps.
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Breaking Records... it’s what we do!
Savannah

Forest

Without a doubt, the magnificent Lord Derby or
Giant Eland is one the top trophies in all of Africa
and the largest of the antelope group. This guy can
trot all day and jump a 6 foot fence from a standing
start. In addition to Lord Derby Eland, game such
as Western Roan, West African Savannah Buffalo,
Korrigum, Central Kob, Sing-sing Waterbuck and
others may hunted in the Niwa and Vina hunting
areas. Niwa has the largest population of Korrigum
(Giant Topi) in all of Africa. The hunting season is
from January to mid May with the best time for
Eland being January, February, mid-March. The
last half of March, April and May are very good
months for hunting Eland with the only difference
being that it is hotter then and the Eland bulls
will have lost much of their black neck hair. Lord
Derby Eland success is 100% on very good bulls.
Accommodations are comfortable bungalows with
en suite facilities. City of arrival is Douala where
you will overnight and then on the following
day, take a short domestic flight to Garoua and
from there travel by vehicle to the hunting area.
Typically no overnight is needed on return.

Arguably the most strikingly beautiful antelope in
all of Africa, the Bongo is high on the list of those
who yearn to hunt wild places. Local Pygmies
trackers and their small dogs are used to hunt
Bongo in the dense rainforest and they do an
amazing job. The dogs are used to hold the animal
in place while the hunter takes the shot. Without
dogs, the Bongo would just keep running and
catching up to one and getting off a good shot
would be extremely difficult. Nightly rain showers
are very important for success as fresh tracks in
damp ground are located every morning in the
open areas, mineral licks and road crossings. Other
game that may be hunted are Sitatunga, Dwarf
Forest Buffalo, Forest Elephant, Giant Forest Hog,
Bushpig and several species of forest Duiker. If
you are lucky you may also see Gorillas. The Likini
is camp central and no air charter is required
so prices are lower then with most other outfits
where clients must charter in. Success for Bongo
is very good. Best time for Bongo and Sitatunga
are May - July. Dwarf Forest Buffalo February July. Accommodations are in a very comfortable
forest camp with en suite facilities. City of arrival
is Yaounde where you will be met by your PH or
representative, taken to your hotel for an overnight
and then the next day enjoy a beautiful 7 hour
drive to the hunting area. No overnight on return.

